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No.12 in the highly popular My Secret Unicorn series, featuring Lauren and her magical pony, Twilight. Lauren and Twilight are
delighted to learn that Currant, the new foal at Orchard Stables, is also a unicorn, and that Lauren's friend Grace is his special
unicorn friend. Now they can all have fun together. But Currant soon realises being a unicorn is not as easy as he thinks,
particularly when it comes to flying. Currant needs lots of help and, luckily, Lauren and Twilight know just what to do.
New York Times bestselling series! Dana Simpson takes readers of all ages back to the magical world of Phoebe and Her Unicorn
in this all-new comics collection. What could be more magical than being best friends with a unicorn? For 9-year-old Phoebe
Howell and her sparkling companion, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, every day is an adventure. But it isn't always easy. In this latest
installation of Dana Simpson's award-winning Phoebe and Her Unicorn series, Phoebe navigates the challenges of school life
while being pulled into plenty of curious and entertaining adventures with her vain but endearing best friend.
Meet Unicorn. With a beautiful mane, a glittering horn and perfectly pink hooves, Unicorn is just like every other unicorn out there.
Except for her rainbow poop, of course. Wait - haven't you heard about her rainbow poop? FEATURING: Unicorns, rainbows,
dragons, princesses, fairies, silliness, mischief and RAINBOW POOP!
Welcome to Unicorns, Mermaids and Fairies! The perfect activity book for kids who love magical, mythical creatures... those on
the ground, swimming in the sea, and up in the air! So get ready to sketch, search and solve, because this book is brimming with
fun activities to complete. There's escape the maze games, color and sketch pages, wordsearches, counting games and you even
get to create your own fairytale! This book is sure to provide hours of creative entertainment. Ideal for long journeys and rainy
days.
Dana Simpson's Phoebe and Her Unicorn is back with more sparkles than ever! In this fourth volume, join in the adventure as
Phoebe and Marigold confront messy rooms, trouble at school, and a nasty case of “Sparkle Fever.” Follow the pair back to Camp
Wolfgang, where their old pals Sue (a.k.a. “Monster Girl”) and Ringo, the lake creature, remind them that being weird is WAY
more fun than being normal.
Thelma is an ordinary pony who wishes with all her heart to be a unicorn.
A rainy day and a class full of restless students present a challenge for Mrs. Fox. Her plan to keep the children occupied turns into
an indoor adventure that has the whole school buzzing by the end of the day. The students get the chance to show their creative
side, learn new things, and have big fun doing it. It's a delightful tale that pet lovers of all ages will enjoy.
Life is never boring when your best friend is a unicorn! The latest installment in this bestselling series is full of mischief, magic and
adventure — as well as an important reminder to always stay true to yourself. School’s out, so Phoebe and her unicorn best friend,
Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, have the entire summer to play games, visit the pool, and even go camping. Unicorn horns are
excellent utensils for roasting things over the campfire, too, even if Marigold prefers toasted apples to s’mores. While exploring in
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the woods, Phoebe and friends meet a unicorn named Alabaster, who uses a special video game console that’s powered by
plants. Throughout her summer adventures, Phoebe learns that being cool isn’t all it’s cracked up to be, and that it’s much better
to be your true self. It’s all part of the unforgettable experience of Camping with Unicorns.
Phoebe and Marigold decide to investigate a powerful storm that is wreaking havoc with the electricity in their town. The adults
think it’s just winter weather, but Phoebe and Marigold soon discover that all is not what it seems to be, and that the storm may
have a magical cause. To solve the case, they team up with Max, who is desperate for the electricity to return so he can play video
games, and frenemy Dakota, who is aided by her goblin minions. Together, they must get to the bottom of the mystery and save
the town from the magic storm.
"After ten-year-old Sophia meets her unicorn, Rainbow, at Lakeside Unicorn Academy, they're away on their first amazing
adventure--they must discover who is tampering with the lake that gives unicorns their magic!"-A deluxe bind-up featuring all the comics from two different Phoebe and Her Unicorn books: Unicorns vs. Goblins and Razzle
Dazzle Unicorn. In these spellbinding adventures, nine-year-old Phoebe Howell and her unicorn best friend, Marigold Heavenly
Nostrils, explore the possibilities of friendship, summer camp, the holidays, and even founding their own detective agency. These
entertaining, visually dazzling stories are a wonderful reminder to young readers that being weird is much more fun than being
normal.
In this charming, super-sparkly board book, the stars of Phoebe and Her Unicorn celebrate the magical and enchanting world of
being a unicorn, along with reminding young readers that being yourself is pretty great, too. Who wouldn’t want to be a unicorn?
You get to trot majestically through meadows, perch high up on rainbows, and wear tiaras made of starlight. Phoebe lists all the
wonderful things she’ll get to do and can hardly contain her excitement about having a tail and magic horn. That is, until she
learns that unicorns like to eat hay instead of pizza. Maybe she’ll be a unicorn tomorrow instead!
Be careful what pet you wish for in this hilarious picture book from bestselling author Ame Dyckman and beloved illustrator Liz
Climo.div When a little boy throws a coin in a well asking for a pet unicorn, he has no idea what kind of trouble he's in for.
Unbeknownst to him, unicorns make the absolutely worst pets: they shed, they poke holes in your ceiling, and they make a big
mess. With a knowing wink from Ame Dykeman, creator of Wolfie the Bunny and cheerful illustrations from Rory the Dinosaur
creator and Tumblr star Liz Climo, this rollicking story shares all of the ways a pet unicorn can ruin your life, and is sure to have
readers in stitches.
Escape from the everyday stresses in your life and unwind with Chromalaxing, Kaleidoscope Series, Adult Coloring Book #1. The
first book in this great new series. Forty intricately and delightfully designed images. Printed one side per page. The reverse side
includes the image number so you can leave your thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be
suitable for framing or gift giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art contests. Enter today and show us
your masterpiece for a chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a pleasing variety in image
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complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic
outlet. Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the
world and rediscover the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens... relax and explore your creative side today.
Now makers can make believe—with this guide to 14 fun and fantastical sewing projects by the author of the We Love to Sew
series. Acclaimed author and textile artist Annabel Wrigley is back with 14 adorable sewing projects to help spark magic in your
life. From a mystical mermaid tail blanket to a narwal softie and dragon pillow, these colorful gifts and accessories will delight
children and unicorn lovers of all ages. Using your brightest and most fun fabrics?like glitter felt and gold lame?you'll be amazed at
how simply these projects come together. Some are simple and others take a bit more skill, but handy rainbow icons will help you
choose a project that's perfect for you!
Little ones are invited to join a little girl and her unicorn BFF for a day filled with magic and fun in this colorful lift-the-flap board
book. Full color.

One year has passed since Phoebe skipped a rock across a pond, accidentally hit a unicorn in the face, and was granted
a single wish—which she used to make the unicorn, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, her obligational best friend. In some
ways, not much has changed. At school Phoebe still clashes with her rival--and sometimes “frenemy”--he ever-taunting
and imperious Dakota. Outside of school, she still fills her free time with extra-credit homework assignments, dramatic
monologues about the injustices associated with school cliques, and imaginative conspiracy theories regarding global
forces like the “powerful construction paper lobby.” But unlike before, Phoebe now has a best friend to share it
with—someone to make her laugh and to listen to all her extravagant ideas. In this second volume of Dana Simpson's
Phoebe and Her Unicorn series, titled, Unicorn on a Roll, the reader is invited on a journey into the lives of Phoebe and
Marigold as they navigate the difficulties of grade school, celebrate the winter holidays, and explore their super
hero/super villain personas together. Join in the fun, as Phoebe competes against Dakota for the leading role of “Lisa
Ladybug” in their fourth-grade play—or as she struggles to “manage” the PR debacle related to her nose-pickingscandal. (“I will neither confirm nor deny the events surrounding Boogergate.”) Witness a band of unicorns staging an
“intervention” and learn all the details of Marigold’s secret crush on a mysterious creature she has never seen. Perhaps
most important, watch as this surprising friendship between a charming, nine-year-old dreamer and a vain, mythical
beast forever changes both of them for the better.
This fun book is packed with puzzles and activities related to everyone's favourite animal - the unicorn! Featuring puzzles
such as guiding the unicorns through the fairy kingdom, spotting the differences in the cloud castle, learning to draw your
own beautiful unicorn, finding the mermaids swimming in the sunshine sea, and much much more, it's perfect for fans of
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unicorns, fairies, mermaids, rainbows and all other magical things. Ideal for children aged 7+.
In the sixth book, an earthquake shakes Zoey's house. Or maybe it's a unicorn-quake? An enormous new friend arrives
in a lot of pain, and it's getting worse every day. Zoey must work with her mom and Sassafras to find a cure -- and
quickly! Each story in the Zoey and Sassafras series features a new magical animal with a problem that must be solved
using science. There isn't a set formula for each book; Zoey sometimes needs to run experiments, while other times she
needs to investigate a mystery, and yet other times she needs to do research. Zoey models how to keep a science
journal through her handwritten entries in each story. Each story is complete with a glossary of the kid-friendly definitions
for scientific terms used. The series highlights child-led inquiry science and the topics covered align with both Common
Core and Next Generation Science Standards.
This special edition of the bestselling series includes all of the comics and bonus materials from Phoebe and Her Unicorn
and Unicorn on a Roll. With over 1.6 million copies sold, the Phoebe and Her Unicorn book series for middle-grade
readers is an immensely popular and magical word of unicorns, adventure, and friendship. What could be more magical
than having a unicorn as a best friend? For nine-year-old Phoebe Howell, it all started while she was skipping rocks
across a pond and accidentally hit a dazzling but self-absorbed unicorn named Marigold Heavenly Nostrils. Together, the
unlikely BFFs discover a world full of magical mysteries and adventure, taking on everything from cruel classmates to
candy-breathing dragons. These beautifully drawn comics show that even when life isn’t all rainbows and glitter, every
day is magical with your best friend.
A boy and his dog . . . a girl and her . . . unicorn? It all started when a girl named Phoebe skipped a rock across a pond
and accidentally hit a unicorn in the face. Improbably, this led to Phoebe being granted one wish, and she used it to make
the unicorn, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, her obligational best friend. But can a vain mythical beast and a nine-year-old
daydreamer really forge a connection? Indeed they can, and that's how Phoebe and Her Unicorn unfolds. This beautifully
drawn comic strip follows the unlikely friendship between a somewhat awkward girl and the magic unicorn who gradually
shows her just how special she really is. Through hilarious adventures where Phoebe gets to bask in Marigold's
"awesomeness," the friends also come to acknowledge that they had been lonely before they met and truly appreciate
the bond they now share.
The second Phoebe and Her Unicorn graphic novel! Summer is here, and Phoebe and Marigold are headed to drama
camp. Phoebe’s expecting some quality time with her best friend, but in a surprise twist, Marigold has invited her sister,
Florence Unfortunate Nostrils! While the unicorn sisters head to camp in a magical rainbow pod, Phoebe is stuck riding
with her parents in their boring car, wondering where it all went wrong. But at Camp Thespis, there are more daunting
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tasks at hand: writing, producing, and acting in an entirely original play! The second Phoebe and Her Unicorn graphic
novel is a sparkling tale of sisterhood and summer fun, as well as a reminder that sometimes it takes a bit of drama to
recognize true friendship.
A sweet story of a father and daughter's cozy day together as they wait for a storm to pass When rain interrupts their
outdoor play, a girl and her father retreat indoors to wait out the storm. As lightning cracks and thunder booms, they each
have their own ideas of things they can do together on a rainy day. Told through spare text and bold sound effects, Sarah
LuAnn Perkins' unique linocut-like textured illustrations create a fun read-aloud experience for both reader and listener.
Create heartwarming memories as you sing and play alongside your little one! Watch their face light up as you share
simple games mothers have been passing down for generations. You and your child will be singing along, playing and
creating memories in minutes. Look inside Fingerplays for Rainy Days for:• Fingerplays• Action Songs• Silly Songs•
Nursery Rhymes• Imaginative play• Simple Crafts for Little Hands• Resources for Parents of PreschoolersMake the little
moments special!
A magical Little Golden Book for a little unicorn lover's Easter basket! I am moonlight white. I have a magical horn. I look
a lot like a horse, of course. . . So begins this charming Little Golden Book that introduces the magical unicorn to the
littlest readers! In this sweet story, gorgeously illustrated by Disney artist Joey Chou, a unicorn tells the readers all about
herself ("My horn can make water clean, or heal a hurt") and her magical life ("I frolic in the forest, I prance in the fields").
Sure to delight little ones who love the magic of fairy tales and beautiful creatures! Don't miss this other book about an
amazing mythical creature! 'm a Dragon
Life’s always better with a little bit of sparkle.
Young readers will fall in love with this roar-some activity book! Packed with animal-themed puzzles including dot-to-dots,
color-by-numbers, mazes, and spot-the-differences, this book is perfect for children aged 5+. Illustrated in full-colour with
adorable animal characters, it also features amazing artistic activities such as step-by-step drawing projects. Through
these activities, children will learn to name animals, develop their number learning and vocabulary building, and improve
their pen control-all while having fun! ABOUT THE SERIES: Arcturus Publishing's Pocket Fun books are full of exciting
activities, including drawing, puzzle solving, mazes and jokes. Their cute illustrations will capture a child's imagination
and their small size makes them perfect for on the go.
With over 1.7 million copies sold, the Phoebe and Her Unicorn book series for middle-grade readers is an immensely
popular and magical word of unicorns, adventure, and friendship. When your best friend is a unicorn, every day is a stroll
down the red carpet. Phoebe Howell’s unicorn BFF, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, is happy to provide the celebrity
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treatment—teaching Phoebe fancy new spells, giving her a ride to school so she doesn’t have to ride the bus, and even
negotiating with the tooth fairy on her behalf. But when Phoebe starts noticing that unicorns have become a trendy
fashion statement, she doesn’t feel quite so unique. Fortunately, she’s distracted by adventures including a visit to the
unicorn community and a trip to the woods to see her friend Dakota receive an unusual honor at the goblin award
ceremony. Unicorn Famous is filled with amusing examples of the extraordinary lengths friends will go to make each
other feel special.
The #1 New York Times bestseller! Try to catch one of the world's most elusive mythical creatures—the unicorn! Filled
with zany traps and lots of rainbow unicorn fun, this is the unicorn book of the year! Can you catch the unicorn? You'll
have to use your brain, So set your traps and prep your team To pet that rainbow mane! Also in the How to Catch Series:
How to Catch a Mermaid How to Catch a Dinosaur How to Catch a Dragon How to Catch a Monster
A little rabbit discovers the delight in a dreary rainy day in this splashing sequel to the witty and whimsical picture book, I
Wish it Would Snow. One sunny day, Rabbit and his pals are playing outside and they couldn’t be happier. But, oh,
no!—the sky starts clouding up and before they know it, it’s raining, it’s pouring, and everyone has to run home. How
boring! What will they do for the rest of the day? It doesn’t take long for Rabbit to realize that fun can be had in the rain.
With raincoats, boots, and umbrellas, let the splashing games begin.
School’s out! That means no more teachers, no more books, and lots of time to compliment Marigold Heavenly Nostrils
on her good looks. In this third volume, Phoebe and her obligational best friend, Marigold, learn that summer still has
plenty of surprises for the both of them. All of our old friends are back—Phoebe’s part-time “frenemy” Dakota, upon
whom Marigold has bestowed sentient hair, Phoebe’s goofy parents, and even Lord Splendid Humility (but please,
ignore his magnificence if you can)! Have fun as Phoebe and Marigold continue the “Phoebegold Detective Agency,”
spend a week at Wolfgang Music Camp, and find themselves in more misadventures, thanks to Marigold’s enchanted
sparkles! Along the way, Phoebe makes some new friends, such as Sue—her unique clarinet-playing bunkmate, Florence
Unfortunate Nostrils, Marigold’s estranged sister, and Camp Wolfgang’s lake monster who enjoys tacos and Wi-Fi.
When school resumes, read along as Phoebe enjoys (or suffers from) a brief case of popularity, mentally catalogs her
grievances against dodge ball, and, with Marigold’s help, rescues Dakota and her hair from the queen of the goblins.
Through these wacky adventures, Phoebe and Marigold learn that their friendship is the second most magical thing of all,
after Marigold’s beauty, of course. Includes an introduction by Cory Doctorow and his daughter Poesy!
?? It's Rainy Day Toddler Activity Book ?? In order to make your child interested in books, reading and activities and keep
him off the phone, we Offre you this awesome activity book have " It's Rainy Day Toddler Activity Book " kids Activity
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coloring book, fun unicorn, mandala, maze, space ., This book helps develop the intelligence of your child . 130 Pages
large Printe 8.5 x 11 inche Bleed Glossy
"A whimsical, humorous imagining of what unicorns really think and what they truly love--including recipes for unicorn food, crafts,
and the history of these mythical creatures. In Stuff Unicorns Love, you'll get a guided tour of unicorns' most treasured things
straight from a unicorn's mouth--from food recipes and crafts to beauty tips and their favorite activities"-Time flies in this fifth volume of Dana Simpson's Phoebe and Her Unicorn! Follow the lovable duo as they experience somewhatspooky Halloween parties, ecstatic snow days, and looming summer reading assignments. Although the journey of growing up can
sometimes be difficult, along the way Phoebe and Marigold discover something more enduring than goblin fads, unicorn spa
vacations, and even a Spell of Forgetting—their one of a kind friendship.
A story of friendship between two whimsical and imaginative foxes, from the creator of the New York Times Bestselling Phoebe
and Her Unicorn series Millie is one unusual fox, and she knows it. She comes up with highly unusual thoughts, invents ingenious
excuses to get out of her homework, and her classmates are not always sure quite what to make of her. But thankfully she has
Ozy, one of the most loyal friends anyone could ask for. Together the two of them, their friends, and Ozy's dad, Llewellyn (who
happens to be a red dragon) enjoy various misadventures, whimsical conversations, elaborate schemes, and delightful bouts of
mischief. Whether they're navigating cliques, inventing new games, or just trying to make sense of life, Ozy and Millie are the
perfect companions for upper middle grade readers as well as fans of Dana Simpson's bestselling Phoebe and Her Unicorn series.
Whether for a school assignment or for fun, this cute journal helps kids track their reading progress with easy to use, child-friendly
charts for title, date, minutes or pages read, and book notes. This 6 x 9" reading log for kids with 108 pages is small enough to be
portable while also providing enough space for children to write down their progress. It features a cute glossy cover in yellow with
an adorable illustration of a reading unicorn. Great for elementary school, homeschool, and summer vacation reading. Also, makes
a thoughtful gift for birthdays and holidays.
What to do, when there's nothing to do? The answer to that on a rainy day, or any other day, is to join Phoebe and Her Unicorn for
a splendiforous variety of challenging puzzles to pass the time away. Phoebe and her unicorn, Marigold Heavenly Nostrils, present
hours of challenging crossword, wordsearch, and sudoku puzzles, along with mazes and word games.
Book seven in the Phoebe and Her Unicorn series! NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR! Marigold Heavenly Nostrils is
no ordinary unicorn. She has Wi-Fi-enabled appendages. She’s the most enchanted babysitter of all time. She’s published
numerous scholarly articles on the “shimmering” versus “glimmering” debate. She is, in short, a unicorn of many hats. Phoebe
and her exceptional hooved pal are back in this all-new collection of comics! Laugh alongside the lovable duo as they question the
idea of “coolness,” gain a deeper appreciation for the power of friendship, and put off summer reading assignments for as long as
physically possible.
Amy is starting a unicorn fan club - with cupcakes and painting and prizes to win. But... is that a UNICORN up in the treehouse?
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It's time for some magic, so come and join in! This galloping, giggling story is perfect for young unicorn fans! Little readers will love
the idea of a treehouse club with a magical twist, whilst enjoying dazzling illustrations and a heartwarming tale about the joy of new
adventures.
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